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Atomic and molecular desorption from ion bombarded
surfaces is initiated not only by classical momentum transfer
between colliding species but also by various processes. The
electronic processes are particularly important in control-
ling the degree to which the desorbing species leave the
surface in excited states or as positive or negative ions. An
improved fundamental understanding of the basic mechan-
isms associated with these electronic events may indeed
lead to more effective strategies for enhancing the
ionization efficiency of desorbing species and to improve
the prospects for mass spectral-based surface analyses.

In general, excited atoms may be classified into two
categories. Atoms in short-lived states, on one hand, are
easy to detect by their radiative decay and, therefore, a
wealth of experimental information on atoms sputtered in
such states can be found in the literature.1 The interpretation
of these data, however, is extremely complicated due to the
convolution of radiative decay, cascading transitions and
emission velocity. Metastable atoms, on the other hand,
preserve their excitation state until detection at large
distances from the surface, and hence lend themselves to

the study of the physical mechanisms behind the formation
of excited atoms in sputtering.

Only a limited number of experiments aimed toward
characterizing metastable atomic or molecular excited
species formed during ion bombardment have been
performed, primarily due to the difficulty in finding
sensitive and state-selective methods by which populations
and other properties can be probed. Early experiments
involving Doppler-shifted, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)
provided the first hint of how electronic energy might be
partitioned among various atomic states.2–7 Some of these
results are summarized in Table 1. From this limited set of
information, a correlation between the characteristics of the
kinetic energy distributions and fundamental properties of
the atoms was proposed. Atoms such as Zr and Fe (5Dj

manifold), which are ejected in states with small excitation
energies, have the same kinetic energy distributions as the
ground state atoms. On the other hand, atoms ejected in
states with high excitation energies like Fe (5F5), Ba and Ca
have kinetic energy distributions that peak at a higher
energy and are broader than the ground state kinetic energy
distributions. These variations in the kinetic energy
distributions have been explained using a non-radiative
de-excitation model developed originally by Hagstrum to
explain ion scattering and ion neutralization experiments.8

The application of multiphoton resonance ionization
spectroscopy (MPRI) to detection of sputtered atoms made
it possible to detect almost any ground or metastable excited
state.9 In LIF there must be an available intermediate state
that spontaneously fluoresces, to which the atom in the state
to be probed can be excited. On the other hand, in MPRI the
atom in the state of interest is excited to an intermediate
state, and a second photon is used for ionization as shown
schematically in Fig. 1 for Ni. In addition, MPRI provides
sufficient sensitivity to permit angular resolution of the
energy distributions. As an aside, the possible richness of
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fine-structure states as probes of electronic events is
exemplified by Ni. A number of stateshavebeenidentified
and are characterized by different atomic configurations
(e.g.3d84s2 or 3d94s1) andvaryingexcitation energies.

In this paper, we examine the current level of our
understanding aboutthe dominant mechanismsthat deter-
mine the final electronic state of ejected atoms. This
analysis is particularly timely in view of the extensive
amount of new data that has appeared recently. For
example, it is now clear that the original proposals related
to Hagstrum’s non-radiative de-excitation model are not
consistent with the whole of this new information. The
electronic character of the excited states and resonant
tunneling probabilities must factor into the picture in some
fashion. Ourdiscussionpointsout inconsistenciesstill to be
resolved,andsuggests futureexperiments thatmight leadto
a unified theory of this importantphenomenon.

TECHNIQUE

TheMPRI techniqueasapplicableto keV particle bombard-
ment or sputtering hasbeendescribed earlier9 and in the
primary work summarized here. In addition, there is an
article in this issue that relatesto the approachusedin the
Winograd lab.10 Briefly the MPRI scheme involves
resonantly exciting an atom to an intermediateelectronic
stateasshown in Fig. 1 andthenusinga second photonto
ionize the atom.Sincea resonancestep is involved in the
ionization processof theatom,it is fairly straightforwardto
selectively measure thekinetic energyandangulardistribu-
tions of atoms ejected in specific fine-structure states.
Comparing the relative populationsof the different states

involves the efficiency of the overall ionization process,
which depends mainly on thecrosssectionfor photoioniza-
tion. This cross section can vary strongly with photon
energy. In general, a direct comparisonof the photo-ion
signals obtained by using simple one-color ionization
schemes thus cannot directly be used to determine a
quantitative populationdistribution. Examples of measured
kinetic energy, angle andpopulationdistributionsaregiven
below.

DE-EXCITAT ION

The first system11 investigated by MPRI is In 5s25p1. The
groundstate is a 2P1/2 stateandthefirst excitedstate,2P3/2,
lies 0.30eV abovethe groundstate.12 The kinetic energy
distributions of atoms nominally in each of these fine-
structure states were measured along with the energy
distribution of In2 dimers.Analysis of the variousdistribu-
tions led the authors to conclude that the supposed 2P3/2

signal arosefrom dissociation of In2 dimers.Consequently,
Craig et al. suggested that the electronic structureof the
fine-structure state is the main factor in determining
whether a given statewill relax, and that de-excitation is
not correlatedto the excitation energy.11 According to the
Craig model, in manifolds with a closed outer shell of
electrons(e.g.ns2), thede-excitation ratewill benegligible
andthe excited statekinetic energydistribution will be the
same as the ground state distribution, provided that the
initi al excitation probability is weakly dependent on
velocity. For a manifold which is partially filled (e.g.ns1)
there will be interaction of the departingatom with the
metallic band and the kinetic energy distribution will

Table 1. Fine structure statesmeasuredin keV particle bombardment experiments

At. States Atomic Config. E (eV) Rf. EnergyDistributiona T or % Popb

LiF
Zr 3F2,3,4 4d25s2 <0.15 2 Same �800K
Fe 5D4,

5F5 3d64s2, 3d74s1 0.86 3 ExcStbroaderthanGrndSt
Ba 1S, 3D, 1D 6s2, 6s16p1 1.4 4 ExcStsbroaderthanGrndSt
Ca 3P2 4s14p1 1.89 5 broaderthan“assumed”GrndSt(1S0, 4s2)
Ti 3F1,

1D2 3d24s2 0.9 6 ExcStbroaderthanGrndSt �300K
Fe 5D4,3,2,1,0 3d64s2 0.12 7 SameasGrndSt �600K

MPRI
In 2P1/2,3/2 5s25p1 0.30 11 0%
Rh 4F9/2,7/2,5/2 4d85s1 <0.32 13,14 ExcStsbroaderthanGrndSt 100%,26%,1%
Ti 3F4,3,2 3d24s2 <0.05 29 Same
Ni a3D3,2,1 3d94s1 <0.21 29
Ni a3F4,3,2 3d84s2 <0.27 29
Ni a3D3,2,1 3d94s1 <0.21 27 Same 810K
Ni a3F4,3,2 3d84s2 <0.27 27 Same& Narrowerthan3D 10,500K
Ni a1D2 3d94s1 0.42 27 Sameas3D
Ni a3F4,3,2 3d84s2 <0.27 30,31,32 3F4 Narrowerthan 3D3 100%–10%
Ni a3D3,2,1 3d94s1 <0.21 30,31,32 160%–10%
Ni a1D2 3d94s1 0.42 30,31,32 10%
Ni b1D2, a3P2,1, a1G4 3d84s2 1.68–2.74 30,31,32 Sameas3F4 �10%
Ni a1S0 3d10 1.83 42 Sameas3F4 �10%
Co a4F9/2,7/2,5/2,3/2 3d74s2 <0.17 31,32 Sameasa4F9/2 100%–1%
Co b4F9/2,7/2,5/2,3/2 3d84s1 <0.58 31,32 Same& broaderthana4F9/2 10%–1%
Co a4P5/2,3/2, a2G7/2 3d74s2 1.74–2.14 31,32 Sameasa4F9/2 1%
Co b4P5/2,3/2,1/2, a2D3/2,5/2, a2P3/2,1/2 3d84s1 <1.95–2.33 31,32 Sameasa4F9/2 1%
Co b2P3/2,1/2 3d74s2 <2.63 31,32 Sameasa4F9/2 0.1%
Ag 2S1/2,

2D5/2 4d105s1, 4d95s2 3.75 33,34,35 2D5/2 Narrowerthan 2S1/2 1.5–5%

a Samemeansall energydistributionswithin manifold arethe same.GrndStis groundstateandExcStis excitedstate.
b % population relativeto the groundstate.Valuesgive an indicationof the orderof magnitudeonly andare not precisevalues.
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broadenor, in thecaseof In, theexcitedstateis completely
relaxed. In general, the Craig shielding model11 works for
most casesstudied at that time.

This investigation of the In systeminitiatedthinking and
experimentsto furtherprobetheelectroniceventsthatoccur
duringkeV particle bombardment. The Craig model,
however, only describes the de-excitation process.There
is also the excitationprocess to be considered, which can
havesomeinteresting twists.

EXCITATION — COLLISIONS ABOVE THE
SURFACE

As a test casefor the Craig model, energy and angular
distributionsweremeasuredby MPRI for theground(4F9/2)
and first excited (4F7/2) states of Rh sputtered from
Rh{001}.13,14Assuggestedby theCraigmodel, for partially
shielded configurations(i.e. 4d85s1) the excited state hasa
broader kinetic energy distribution thanthegroundstate. A
discrepancyappears,however, when one takes the Hag-
strummodel8 andplotslog (N*/N) vs. (1/v?), asshownasa
solid line in Fig. 2(a), where N* is the intensity of atoms
sputtered in the excited 4F7/2 state,N is the intensity of
atoms sputteredin the ground 4F9/2 state,and v? is the
perpendicular velocity componentof the atom leaving the
surface.The linear relation predictedby Hagstrumof log
(N*/N) vs. (1/v?) is observedat high velocities. At low
velocities,however, (N*/N) becomesindependent of (1/v?).
This abrupt leveling off cannotbeattributedto the binding
energy effect, which produces a more gentle changein
curvature.15–17

Based on the success of molecular dynamics (MD)
simulationsin describing the kinetic energyand angular
distributions of ground state atoms ejected due to keV
particlebombardment,18–20a simpleapproachwastried for
understanding this anomalousvelocity dependenceof the
excitedstateintensity. Basedon the curve-crossingmodel
of Fano and Lichten21 and similar computational stu-
dies,22,23 Bernardoet al. assumedthat colliding atomsare
excited when the interatomic distancedrops below some
thresholdvalue.13,24,25Eachindividualatom’s excitation is
subjectedto a time-dependentdecay, basedon a lifetime
that is empirically basedbut does dependon the local
environmentof the atomic motion. This parameterization
doesnot involve anyassumptionsregarding thevelocity or
anglesof ejection.

The individual excitationprobabilities predicted by this
MD model, including excitation eventsare shown in Fig.
2(b). Most apparent is the large spread in excitation
probabilities. The averagesof these values are given as
thedashedline in Fig. 2(a),which follows theexperimental
line. Insight into thelow velocity behaviorof theexcitation
probabilitycanbe gainedby examining Fig. 2(b).Although
mostparticles follow theexponential decaytherearea few
particlesthat havequite high excitation probabilities. The
excitationhistoryof theseatomscanbeexaminedusingthe
MD simulations,andit is thusfound that theseatomshave
been last excited by collision with other atoms at some
distance(zt�1–20Å ) abovethesurface(Fig.2(c)). In other
words, the vast majority of the particles are excited in a

Figure 1. Partial electronic structure of atomic Ni showing the
ionizationschemesusedin Ref.27.Theenergyof eachstateabovethe
groundstateis notedin unitsof electronvolts.12

Figure 2. Resultsof electronicexcitationcalculations.(a) log(N*/N)
vs. 1/v? for particlesejectedwithin 20° of the surfacenormal.Solid
line representstheexperimentaldata.Dashedline representsprediction
of simulationsfor all particlesejectedwithin 20° of thesurfacenormal.
Dotted line representsthe atomswhich areexcitedbelow 1 Å of the
surface.(b) Excitationprobabilitiesfor individual atomsaspredicted
by thesimulations.(c) Heightabovethesurface(zt) at which anatom
was last excited.A value of 1/v? = 2.5� 10ÿ6s/cmcorrespondsto a
kinetic energy of �8.5eV for Rh. Reprintedfrom Comput.Phys.
Commun., Vol. 80,D. N. Bernardo,R.BhatiaandB. J.Garrison,p.259,
Copyright1994,with permissionfrom ElsevierScience.
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collision near the surface, and these relax as would be
expected. There are a few collisions,however, involving
particles abovethe surface. Once excited, these particles
have relatively little time near the surfaceto relax. This
effect is more important at low velocities as virtually all
excited stateatomscreatednear the surfacerelax to the
groundstate.

He et al. subsequently measured the next state, 4F5/2, of
Rh,andfoundthattheratio of theintensity in the4F5/2 state
to theground4F9/2 stateis independent of velocity for nearly
all velocities.14 Basedon input from both experiment and
the MD simulations, a simple model was developed to
predictthekineticenergy andangulardistributionsof atoms
in those excitedstatesthatwerecreated in collisionsabove
the surface.26 These collisions above the surface are
relatively rare,accounting for <3% of the total sputtering
yield. They are,however, the dominant mechanismin this
systemfor creation of particles in excited fine structure
states. Thus there is more to predicting final populations
than simply using a relaxation model. This conclusion
becomesevenmore apparent in the next section.

INIT IAL STATE EFFECTS, HIGH LYIN G STATES
AND ANOMA LOUS ENERGY DISTRIBU TIONS

Since 1995 there have been a seriesof very interesting
published observations27–35 on systemsthat have atomic
configurationscomprisingeithera shielding outershell, i.e.
ns2, or a partially shielding outer shell, i.e. ns1. Such a
systemis shown in Fig. 1 for Ni. Thereis oneconfiguration
with a shielding outer shell, 3d84s2, of which the lowest
manifold is a3F, althoughtherearemanymorestateswith
thesame atomic configurationasdenotedin theTable. The
related configurationwith a partially shieldingoutershell,
3d94s1, has two low lying manifolds, a3D and a1D.
Although the 3F4 stateis the groundstateof atomic Ni, it
is the 3d94s1 configuration (D states) that primarily
participates in bonding of diatomic Ni2

36,37 and metallic
Ni.38,39In fact,theinteractionbetweentwo Ni atomsbothin
3F statesis repulsive.40

He et al. measured kinetic energy distributions of the
a3F4,3,2, a3D3,2,1 anda1D2 statesof Ni produced by 5 keV
Ar� bombardment of Ni{001} .27 All kinetic energy
distributions of D stateatomswere found to be alike and
all energy distributionsof theF stateatomsaremorenarrow
than the D statedistributions and peakat a lower energy.
Thekinetic energy distributionsfor thelowestlevel of each
configuration areshownin Fig. 3. Also shown in Fig. 3 is
the energydistribution predictedby molecular dynamics
simulations.41 The calculateddistribution fits the distribu-
tion for the D states. Thus it appears that the energy
distributions from the a3F4 ground state peak at an
anomalously low energy. He et al. also had found
indicationsthat theD statesmight actually bemoreheavily
populatedthanthe F states.27,28

Vandeweert et al. designed MPRI ionization schemes
using two laser wavelengths suchthat for different initial
statesof interest, therearecommonintermediatestatesand
thesamefinal autoionizingstates. In thismannertheycould
measurerelative intensitiesof Ni atomsejectedin eachstate
by cancelingout cross-sections.30,31,32As shownin the top
frame of Fig. 4 the population distribution of Ni atoms
sputtered in different fine structurestates by 12keV Ar�

bombardmentof apurepolycrystalline foil is notevenclose
to a Boltzmann distribution.30 On the other hand, the

populationsof Ni atomsevaporated from a wire heated to
1550� 100 K exhibit a well-behavedBoltzmanndistribu-
tion, asshown in thebottom frameof Fig. 4. Therearetwo
points of note.First, theseresultsconfirm thesuggestion of
He et al.27 that the3D3 (and3D2) statesaremorepopulated

Figure 3. State-selectedangle-integratedkinetic energydistributions
of Ni atomsejectedfrom Ni {001} bombardedwith 5 keV Ar� ions.
The peakenergyof the F statesis �3� 0.5eV (dashedvertical line)
andof theD statesis�4.3� 0.5eV (dottedvertical line). Theenergy
distributionsdenotedby dottedcurvesare from moleculardynamics
simulations.41 Figurewasadaptedfrom Phys.Rev.Lett., Vol. 75, C.
He, Z. Postawa,S. W. Rosencrance,R. Chatterjee,B. J. Garrisonand
N. Winograd, p.3950. Copyright 1995, with permissionfrom the
AmericanPhysicalSociety.

Figure 4. Populationdistribution of Ni atomsproducedby thermal
sublimationof a wire (lower frame)andby 12keV Ar� bombardment
of a polycrystallinefoil (upperframe).Thepopulations(ni) aregiven
relative to the groundstateandcorrectedfor the degeneracyof each
state(gi). Reprintedfrom Phys.Rev.Lett., Vol. 78,E. Vandeweert,V.
Philipsen,W. Bouwen,P. Thoen,H. Weidele,R. E. SilveransandP.
Lievens,p.138.Copyright1997,with permissionfrom the American
PhysicalSociety.
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than the ground 3F4 state. Second,significant intensity
(�10% of the ground state) was observedin metastable
statesthat lie 1.5–2eV abovethe groundstate!

Similar measurements have been performed on poly-
crystalline Co which hastwo atomic configurations,3d74s2

and3d84s1, similar to those of Ni.31,32 In this casethe a4F
(3d74s2) manifold lies completely below the b4F (3d84s1)
manifold, and the states are not intertwined as in Ni. The
populationsof the a4F and b4F subsetsof states,with the
same electronic configuration, both exhibit an exponential
decreasewith excitationenergy but the populationsof the
b4F (3d84s1) statesareclearly shifted to highervalueswith
respect to the population of the a4F (3d74s2) states.Again
metastablestatesthat lie 1.7–2.2eV abovethegroundstate
wereobserved,at populationsat the�1–0.1%level.

For both Co and Ni, the Leuven group found that the
kinetic energy distributions of atomssputteredinto low-
lying metastablestatesdependon the electronic configura-
tion of thestate.CoandNi atomswith apartially filled outer
shell configuration (3dx4s1 with x = 8 for Co and9 for Ni)
tend to havekinetic energy distributions which peakat a
higher energy,32,42similar to theenergydistribution shown
on the right sideof Fig. 3. Kinetic energydistributions for
low lying metastable states with a closed outer shell
configuration (3dxÿ14s2), on the other hand,tend to peak
at lower energies,similar to the distribution shownon the
left sideof Fig. 3. Foratomssputteredinto metastablestates
with excitation energies at least1.5eV abovethe ground
state, thekinetic energiesof theNi states(only the3dxÿ14s2

statesarepresent) seemto be either intermediatebetween
the abovedistributions,or to be similar to the groundstate
(3dxÿ14s2) distribution. The kinetic energydistributions of
the high-lying Co stateslook similar to the ground state
distribution, irrespectiveof their atomic configuration.42

To addfurtherinsightor confusion, BertholdandWucher
have measured the population and energy and angular
distributionsfor theexcited 2D5/2 (4d95s2) state of Ag.33–35

The population in the 2D5/2 state rangesfrom �1.5–5%of
the ground 2S1/2 (4d105s1) state, depending on the
bombarding particle, even though it is 3.75eV abovethe
groundstatein energy!34,35 The energy distribution of the
excitedstatepeaksata lowerenergythanthatof theground
state.33,35

CURRENT STATUS

Thereareseveralquestionswhich havebeenbrought to the
fore by thesenewstudies.

1. Why are thereanomalously high populations for the
low lying stateswith a3dx4s1 atomic configuration in Ni and
Co vs those with a 3dxÿ14s2 configuration?

2. Why arethererelatively highpopulationsobservedfor
states(1.5 to 2 eV) abovethegroundstatein Ni andCo?Is
the formation mechanismthe sameasfor the 3.75eV state
of Ag?

3. Why are the energy distributions for all the 3,1D
(3d94s1) statesof Ni alike eventhough there is an opens
shell, whereasthe Rh (4d85s1) statesexhibit broadening of
the energydistributions?Why do the highly excited open
shell states (3d84s1) of Co even survive at all with
significant populations? According to the Craig model11

theyshould relax.Of noteis thefact thattheRhdataandone
setof theNi datawere obtained by thesameworkersusing
thesameexperimentalapparatus,andsimilarly oneseteach

of theNi dataandof theCodatawereobtainedby thesame
workers and the same apparatus. Thus, variations in
experimental procedures areunlikely to be suspect.

4. Why do the kinetic energydistributions of the low
lying 3dxÿ14s2 statesof Ni, Co, andthe4d95s2 stateof Ag,
peak at ‘low’ values, and why are the kinetic energy
distributions of Ni and Co atoms sputtered into highly
excited metastable states only weakly (or not at all)
dependent on their atomic configuration? For atoms
sputteredinto metastablestateswith excitationenergies at
least 1.5eV above the ground state,why do the kinetic
energydistributionsbearclose resemblanceto thedistribu-
tions obtained for the closed shell (3dx4s2) atoms,
irrespective of their atomic configuration?

As long as the dataaboutexcited statepopulationsand
kinetic energy distributions were limit ed, one could use
simplephrasesandconceptsto explain qualitatively what is
occurring. As the richness of the data has increased,
however, the simple concepts becomeinadequate. Some
of the questions askedabovehave beenat least partially
settled, but others are left to future investigations, both
experimental andtheoretical.

Both the significant populationof high-lying states,and
theenhancedpopulationsof thelow-lying 3dx4s1 statesover
the 3dxÿ14s2 statesin Ni andCo, havebeeninterpretedby
the Leuven group as evidence for the important role of
resonantelectrontunneling duringtheemission process,and
its dependence on the correspondenceof the electronic
atomic configuration with the bulk band structure.30,31,32

One essentialelement of the resonanttunneling model is
thatall stateslying within theenergy windowof thevalence
band will have a substantial probability of being popu-
lated.43,44,45This requirement is fulfilled for all populated
states,but the populations depend on the energy-level
broadeningsandshiftswhicharefunctionsof thedistanceto
the surface.32,42 Furthermore,atomic stateswith electronic
wave functions having good overlap with those of the
valence electrons in the metal will be preferentially
populated. Indeed, the probability that an electron tunnels
from themetalto thedepartingion dependson thecoupling
matrix element between the final state of the atomandthe
metal.43–45 The fact that the valence band electronic
structure of Ni,39 and to a lesser extent Co,38 is pre-
dominantly 4s1 in character,explainstheenhancedpopula-
tion of the stateswith 3dx4s1 configuration. It should be
remarkedthattheconcept of resonanttunnelingwasalready
used by Veje years ago to explain large populationsof
excited state atoms ejected due to bombardment with
80keV Ar� ions, observed in photonemission studies.46

Thesignificant populationof the4d95s2 configurationof
Ag cannot be explained solely by a simple tunneling
process,sincethisstateliesatahigher energythanthetopof
the conduction band. Wucher and Sroubek therefore
invokedthe creationby the incomingion of a d-band hole
whichstayslocalized sufficiently longsuchthatanAg� ion
with the configuration 4d95s1 startsto sputter.47 The ion is
then resonantly neutralized by an electron preferentially
enteringthesorbital, thus,accounting for theoccurrenceof
4d95s2 excited states.It has to be determined, however,
whethera similar mechanismof excitationof valenceband
electronscancontribute to thepopulationof theNi andCo
excitedstates.

A naturalquestion thenis, why do the populationsfrom
theevaporationexperiments (Fig. 4) not exhibit a high 3D3
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population?Onecouldassumethattheobservedpopulation
distribution in the sputtering experimentsreflects the true
initial populationin thesolid.Sincetheremovalof particles
by evaporation is very slow compared with removal by
sputtering, the atomsand electrons reach thermal equili-
brium and the atoms desorb according to a Boltzmann
distribution. On the other hand,energetic processes in the
collision cascadecould produce anomalouspopulations
even though the initial populations might be Boltzmann-
like. In this casetheobservedpopulationdistribution in the
sputteringexperimentreflectstheexcitation processandnot
the initial population. Thereis, of course, an intermediate
situation whereboththeinitial populationis notBoltzmann-
like and the collision cascadeis preferentially populating
some fine structure states.

In addition to explaining the anomalously largepopula-
tionsof highly excitedstates, kinetic energy distributionsof
excited states that peak at low energies need to be
understood. If one assumesthat the non-radiative de-
excitation model is appropriate, then the survival prob-
ability of an atom emitted in an excited metastable state
relative to one in the groundstateis generally given by an
expressionof the form:8

P/ exp�ÿa=v?�
where a is a constant.It is this velocity dependence,in fact,
thatwasassumedto account for theobservation thatatoms
formedin excitedstateswhich exit with low velocitiestend
to relax to the groundstatemore readily than those with
higher velocities. Thus atoms ejected in excited states
should have kinetic energy distributions which peak at
higher energiesthanatomsejectedin thegroundstate.This
hasbeentheconventionalwisdomfor ionssincethework of
Hagstrum,8 andcertainly is the languagethat many use.11

How, then,doesoneexplain thekineticenergy distributions
of atoms in excited states that appearto peak at lower
energiesthanthoseof groundstateatoms?

The resonant electron transfer model in the wide band
limit gives,if the energydifferencebetween the departing
ionic stateandthefinal atomicstateis much largerthanthe
work function of the metal, a neutralization probability
which at high velocities decreases with increasingvelo-
city.43 Wucher andSroubek derived,for the neutralization
probability of the departing Ag ions containing a d-hole,a
dependenceof the form Pneutr.�1ÿ exp(ÿb/v), which was
usedto explain the narrowing of the excitedstatekinetic
energy distribution compared to the groundstatedistribu-
tion.47 It providesnoexplanation,however,for theobserved
angular distributions.35 On the other hand,the fact that the
neutralization transition rate depends on the coupling
strength has beenusedas a possible explanation for the
systematic differencesin kinetic energydistributionsof the
low-lying Ni and Co states with different electronic
configuration; that is, the shorterthe interaction time, the
less probable is electron transfer to states with weak
coupling.32,42

PROSPECTS

Even with the recent spateof datadescribing the detailed
behavior of a varietyof excitedstatesin sputteringatoms,a
unified picture of how thesestatesform is still elusive. It is
clear,however, that themagnitudeof theexcitation energy,
the characterof the electronic state, the character of the
band-structureof the substrate,the excitationmechanisms,

andthede-excitationmechanisms areessential components
of the overall events.The developmentof MPRI to assess
the roles of these various components over a range of
species and states has certainly opened new research
avenues.

A number of obvious future experiments present
themselves. Rh has statesof atomic configuration 4d75s2

about�1.5eV abovethegroundstate.Will thesebehighly
populatedwith kinetic energy distributions that peakat a
low energy?Otherelementswith intertwinedenergylevels
in two fine structuremanifolds areW, OsandIr.12 Do these
elementsexhibit similar populationandenergy distribution
characteristics?Do the angulardistributions for the Ni and
Co systems follow the sametrendsas for the Ag system?
Some of the proposed modelspredict that there should be
some dependence on work function. Yu and Lang have
performedelegantexperimentsmeasuringion intensitiesas
a functionof work functionby varyingthesurfacecoverage
of alkali metals.48 Would similar experiments on any of
these systemsyield further insight into the excitation and
de-excitationmechanisms?In addition,couldalloy systems,
where thed character of thebandstructurecanbechanged
systematically, provideguidanceasto therole of electronic
structure?Will it bepossible to observeexcitedstatesfrom
desorbing molecular adsorbatesand will it be possible to
make a connectionto ionization probability? Clearly, there
are many complex implications associated with these
questions,andtheiranswerswill continueto providepieces,
which hopefully form a simpleyet predictive picture.
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